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A recent approach to secondary fluorescence correction combines the many factors that enter a correction formula 
into a few readily interpretable factors. The strength of this approach is that it gives an intuitive appreciation of 
the extent of secondary fluorescence in any microanalysis situation. The fluoresced intensity, Iyx, of an element 
X by an element Y is expressed relative to the primary intensity, Iy, of the fluorescing element as: 

The simplicity of equation (1) follows directly from expressing the fluoresced intensity, Iyx, as a fraction of the 
primary intensity of the fluorescing element, Iy, rather than the primary intensity of thefluoresced element, Ix. 
This form of correction formula is necessary when the composition of the fluoresced volume of the specimen 
differs from that of the probed volume. This situation is usual for electron-transparent specimens analyzed in the 
analytical e l e m n  microscop (AEM), which are rarely homogeneous on the scale (-10 pm) over which the 
primary x rays are absorbed. The Iyx / Iy form of the correction has also been adopted by investigators studying 
inhomogeneous specimens in the electron probe microanalyzer (EPMA), such as when the analyzed volume is in 
the vicinity of a lateral or vertical interface.23 

For a given material, the factors Cyx and are fixed. Cyx gives the compositional dependence of the 
secondary fluorescence correction; it is equal to zero when element X is absent from the fluoresced volume and 
equal to unity when the fluoresced volume is composed entirely of element X. Px gives the x-ray fluorescence 
probability of the fluoresced element X; it is dominated by the fluorescent yield ax. The factor i2&myrC, /4x 
gives the dependence of the correction on specimen geometry. The parameter mYX is the secondary fluorescence 
absorption parameter, denoted x in the formulations of Castaing and ReedP95 or u in the text by Goldstein et al.,6 
and is analogous to the absorption parameter x for absorption correction It has been shown that when absorption 
of fluoresced x rays in the specimen vanishes (myx = 0), the geometric factor is simply the fractional miid angle 
subtended by the fluoresced volume, denoted + / 4 ~ . 1  For example, for a standard EPMA specimen analyzed 
such that the primary x-ray intensity distribution is concentrated at the entrance surface, as would result from a 
low overvoltage ratio for the fluorescing element Y, neff(mYX) / 4x = In( l+mYX) / 2 mYX and QF / 41c = 1 / 2. 
The latter factor indicates that the specimen subtends hurf of the fractional solid angle surrounding the analyzed 
volume (the semi-infinite slab below the surface); the former dependence is well known. 

Geometric factors have been derived for the traditional EPMA specimen geomeay.7 A closed-form expression for 
the geometric factor can be derived if a relatively simple Q(pz) dependence is assumed. If the simple exponential 
(Lend)  deoendence is used, the geometric factor is: 

Here, nye is a normalized L e d  electron absorption coefficient, equivalent to the parameter y in the Castaing- 
Reed f0nnulati0n43 or the parameter v in the notation of Goldstein et al.6 The geometric factor in equation (2) is 
that derived by Castaing but with an additional factor of nye / (nYe + mYX). This discrepancy arises because 
Castaing neglected the absorption of fluoresced x rays in the layer between the primary x-ray excitation event and 
the specimen sur fa~e .~  The effect of such absorption is relatively mild since the penetration of the incident 
electrons into the specimen is small relative to the penetration of primary x rays. However, the neglect of this 
factor, which is equivalent to a factor of y / ( x  + y) in the notation of Castaing and Reed or v / (u + v) in Goldstein 
et al., can lead to a measurable systematic e m r  at high overvoltage ratios: -0.2% in the calculated chromium 
concentration Qr of strongly fluorescing Fe-10% Cr analyzed at an accelerating potential of 30 kV.7 This emr is 
avoided if the additional factor in equation (2) is appended to the secondary fluorescence correCtion formula The 
fluorescence correction is relatively weakly dependent on @@z); the more realistic Packwood-Brown dependence8 
yields the same calculated Cr intensity in Fe-10% Cr as equation (2) to within -0.03% at 30 kV. This relative 
insensitivity of secondary fluorescence to +(pz) is not unique to the traditional EPMA specimen geometry: it has 
also been explicitly demonstrated for spherical particles and parallel-sided thin lo 
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The factor QF / 4% can be calculated by setting m Y x  = 0: ___ 

(3) 

The interpretation of this factor as the fractional solid angle subtended by the fluoresced volume (here, the 
specimen) from the perspective of the analyzed volume can be examined by evaluating this factor in two different 
limits. if nYe + 0, the second factor in braces in equation (3) tends to zero, so that n~ /4x = 1 /2. Physically, 
this limit corresponds to an infinite Lenard coefficient, so that all of the incident electrons are absorbed at the 
specimen surface, as shown schematically in Fig. la. The volume over which primary x rays are absorbed is 
indicated. In agreement with the proposed interpretation, the specimen subtends half of the fractional solid angle 
surrounding the analyzed volume - the semi-infinite plane below the specimen surface. Conversely, if ny, + 0, 
the second factor in braces in equation (3) tends to unity, so that S ~ F /  41r = 1. This limit corresponds to a 
negligible Lenard coeficient so that the electron penetration into the specimen far exceeds the distance over 
which primary x rays are absorbed, as represented schematically in Fig. lb. Here, as expected, the specimen 
completely sumunds the "analyzed volume". This intuitive understanding of the inthence of Specimen eometry 
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FIG. 1. Schematic representation of secondary fluorescence in the EPMA for nYe -+ (a) - and (b) 0. 
In (a) the specimen subtends only half of the fractional solid angle surrounding the analyzed volume 
( S ~ F  / 4a = 1 / 2) whereas in (b) the specimen surrounds the entire analyzed Volume ( n ~  / 4K = 1). 
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